
PROGRAM OF THE 6TH EUROPEAN DAYS 
27 - 28 MAY 2021

"Growing up in times of crisis"
The evolution of family support 

facing societal contexts



PROGRAM FOR THURSDAY 27 MAY 2021
THEEMATIC:   Parental representations of "growing up in family today"  

                                                     9:00 a.m.: Opening of the Days

9.15am-11.15am
Introduction to the round

table No. 1

Diversity of family 
models: legal and 
practical aspects

Stéphanie  Rabiller*,  Annie  Fitte-Duval*,  Paola  Milani*,  Chira
Sità *

Round table   n°1  

Parental 
representations and 
family support

Facilitators     :  
Annie Fitte-Duval et 
Stéphanie Rabiller

Anne-Marie  Doucet-Dahlgren  (educational  science  research  teacher),

Vivienne Martinez (social worker in Trait d'Union and in a home-care service),

Claire Mahlstedt (Specialized teacher -  Louis Pergaud First Degree Regional

School – Normandy), Fabienne Darritchon (head of an education team at an

Asylum Seekers' Home Centre in Gard) ; Paola Milani , Chiara Sità

BREAK

11.30am-12.15pm
         Keynote speaker  

About what  
growing infamily today.
Means. Different 
European points of 
view

Catalin Fedor*

* Paola Milani,  PhD in Education, is from 2015 Full Professor of Family Education in the
Department FISPPA at the University of Padova. Since 2010 she is leader researcher in the
LabRIEF, https://www.labrief-unipd.it
Italian representative in COST action 18123, EuroFam-Net, of European Commission, she
leads  the  research  programme P.I.P.P.I.  promoted by  the  Ministry  of  Labor  and  Social
Policies: it is the largest programme in the history of Italian social policies. The P.I.P.P.I. is
awarded as the most significant in its field at the Italian Sustainable Public Administration
Award 2019 and also as the leader for the Section “Methods and Tool Award” for the 2019
European Social Network award. She is author of more than 200 scientific papers.

*  Chiara Sità  is associate professor in Education at the University of Verona, where she
teaches Early Childhood Education. Her research is focused on the relationship between
professionals  and  parents  in  educational  contexts  and  in  parent  support  services,
considered  as  a  ecologies  where  parenting  cultures  are  negotiated  through  everyday
practice. She has developed the multi-method research “FamilyLives” (www.familylives.eu)
on parental identity within same-sex couples, between Italy and USA, and has coordinated
the Doing Right(s) Erasmus+ project on the training of professionals working with LGBT+
families.



* Stéphanie Rabiller  is a lecturer in public law at the University of Pau and Pays de
l'Adour,  with  a  doctorate  in  public  law.  She  is  a  member  of  the  IFTJ  laboratory
(Federative Institute of Research on Legal Transitions), where she is in charge of the
health and social axis. She is also Director of the Master's degree in Health and Social
Sector  Management  (C3S),  of  the  Bachelor's  degree  in  Health  and  Social  Sector
Management  and of  several  university  diplomas  (DU -  Health  Care  Ethics  -  Quality
Approach  -  Palliative  Care).  She  has  published  various  scientific  contributions  and
participated in different research programs in the health and social sector.

*Annie Fitte Duval   is a lecturer in public law at the University of Pau and Pays de
l'Adour, and a doctor of public law. She is a member of the IFTJ laboratory (federative
institute of research on legal transitions). In particular, she is involved in various public
law masters: Master's degree in health and social sector management, Master's degree
in fundamental rights, Master's degree in local authority law. She teaches and publishes
on issues of legal liability, fundamental rights, local government law, civil service law
and public ethics.

*  Cătălin-George Fedor  is  graduated in the Faculty of Philosophy and Social-Political
Sciences of the “Al. I. Cuza” University of Iaşi in 1996, and specialized in sociology and
politology. He holds a PhD in Philosophy in 2007 and a PhD in Sociology in 2016 at the
same institution. He is senior researcher at the Center for Anthropological Research of
the Romanian Academy. Sociology and Social Anthropology are his areas of interest. He
is the author and co-author of numerous studies on the anthropological structure of
current  populations  in  Romania,  communities  (ethnic,  religious,  cultural,  etc.),  and
domestic  and  social  violence.  He  also  carries  out  didactic  activity,  as  an  associate
professor, at the Faculty of Philosophy and Social-Political Sciences, where he teaches
“Paradigms of sociological thinking”.



PROGRAM FOR THURSDAY 27 MAY 2021
THEMATICS: The support relationship in a context of societal upheaval.

The question of the link
1.30 p.m. - 3.30 p.m.

Introduction to the round table N°2

The vicissitudes of the bond: 
families have a history. Three 
stories for "this link that dances
in my blood". Three slices of 
life. "Stretched, torn, mended, 
soothed, the link as salt of life."

Bernard Contraires* et Christiane Expert*

Round table n°2
How does the social bond 
transform the family bond?

Facilitators     :  
Bernard Contraires
Christiane Expert
Marie-Annick Larrouy

Discussions around 3 stories:
1. The emergence of the bond for the child in a care context
2. The dropout of the bond
3. The "normalization" of the link with the parents for the child

Anna Calvo (psychologist - Maison des Ados Du Pays Basque), 
Mathilde Bareille (social worker CSAPA Broquedis - association 

Caminante), Laurent Cassourret (assistant director IME Pierre 

Duplaa - association Caminante), Aude Kerivel*
BREAK

3:45pm-4:45pm
Speaker's presentation

From encounters to bonds: a
challenge in family-type 
support

Aude Kerivel*

* Aude Kerivel
Phd Sociologist, conducts research, action-research, public policy evaluations and experimentations’ 
assessments. She has, among other things, worked at LERFAS as a researcher, at INJEP as Head of the 
public policy evaluation pole and has taught in many schools of social work. She works, among other 
things, on the social capital of children in custody, violence in institutions (ITEP, MECS, school), 
inequalities and discrimination, religious affirmation among young people.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/aude-kerivel-440774b8/

https://univ-rennes2.academia.edu/AudeKerivel

* Christiane Expert :

Head of  an education service / Co-founder of a mother-children's support service/ Administrator of the 
Caminante association.

* Bernard Contraires, Doctor of Medicine and Pediatrician. Former hospital intern. His career 
from 1979 to 2015 is divided successively between hospital practice in a multidisciplinary 
general paediatric ward and ambulatory liberal exercise. For 20 years he also devoted himself 
to liaison pediatry in an institution accompanying young children and adolescents with cerebral
palsy. Two constant areas of interest in his practice: intra-family relational dynamics and social 
bonding. Thus were born the Trait d'Union Place of fostering children parents, and the home of
teenagers Adoenia whose projects he carried out. Since four years he is an administrator of the
Caminante association.



PROGRAM FOR FRIDAY 28 MAY 2021
THEMATIC: Towards which evolution of professional practices of family support?

9:00am-10:45am
Introduction to the round

table N°3

Current professional 
challenges - results of 
the GIFT project 
researches

M. Àngels BALSELLS BAILON *

Round table n°3

The daily-life of family 
support: current 
challenges and 
innovative practices

Facilitators     :  
Louis-Albert Barrera
Joseph Larrieu
Léonie James

Pauline Sedes (social worker ITEP Beaulieu, association Caminante), Marie-
Annick Larrouy (Social  worker -  Modulated support  for integration of  the

IME Pierre Duplaa,  association Caminante),  Claude Polycarpe  (family  and

parental  advisor,  CAF  des  Pyrénées  Atlantiques),  Natacha  Dubourg
(educator in IME - ADAPEI  Dax),  Chéfia Diot  (Specialized teacher – IME in
Versailles)

BREAK

11am-12:15pm
Round table    n°4  

Growing up as a family
tomorrow?

Facilitators     :  
Louis-Albert Barrera
Joseph Larrieu
Léonie James

Marc  Rodriguez (Psychomotrician-Doctor  of  Psychology-Lecturer  at  the

University of Paris  Sorbonne) /  Jean-Philippe Nicot (General Manager of

Etcharry  Formation  Développement)  /  Bernard  Contraires (former
pediatrician,  former  president  of  Trait  d'Union,  and  administrator  of

Caminante)  /  Jean Rolando (former  executive  director  of  the  Caminante

Association, initiator of the GIFT project), Neus Cortada  (Professor of Law at

the University of Lleida, specialized in Family Law), Andrea Petrella (Doctor
in  Sociology,  and  researcher  at  the  FISPPA  department  of  the  University  of

Padua)  ,  Annie Fitte-Duval (Doctor of Public Law and HDR lecturer at the
University of Pau and the Pays de l'Adour)

12:15pm
Closing of the days

* M. Àngels Balsells Bailon
Director  of  the  Chair  of  Education  and  Adolescence  and  professor  at  the  Faculty  of
Education, Psychology and Social Work of the University of Lleida. She is a member of the
Research group on socio-educational interventions with children and youth (GRISIJ) and a
visiting researcher at the Université de Québec à Trois-Rivières (UQTR) and the Center for
Interdisciplinary  Studies  in  Child  and  Family  Development  (CEIDEF).
Her  research activity  is  focused on adolescence,  childhood and family  in situations of
social risk and vulnerability. Thus, since 2012 she has been leading the research on the
biological family, parenthood and the protection of childhood and adolescence, research
coordinated and funded by  the National  Plan of  the Spanish  Ministry  of  Science  and
Innovation. 


